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Sound is basically noise with varied tones, rhythm and quality.  It fills the cosmos. It 

connects to esoteric and physical law. 

Everything, animate and inanimate emits a vibration. Depending on the frequency, you 
can hear this either as audible sound or through psychic ability, known as clairaudience. 

Sound radiates and creates colors, shapes and density. Some sensitive people can “see” 
through psychic vision the colors or shapes the sounds make. They also connect to 
planetary spheres and the Universe. 

Sounds have their own Power.  Some can be utilized for healing, to open blocks and 
create energies to harmonize the emotional, mental and physical body through varied 
frequencies. This ancient method, still in use, can have the Power to improve your life. 

You can consciously use sounds of music, rhythm, tone, among other sources to 
influence the vibration of a person or object. 

Examples of some uses: 

• tap into Higher intelligence 
• change an outlook 
• increase healing skills 
• heighten psychic ability 
• heighten spiritual attunement 

Hungarian, Native American and other cultures have the ability to control rain through 
control of sounds or sound rituals. Understanding the Laws of Nature and working with 
them gives the ability to have Power. 

Some sounds are to connect you with your Higher Self and reawaken your connection 
to your Divine Source.  To create Sounds of Power, people utilize many sources, such as, 
drums (such as the CD I created), music, bells, gongs, Prayer, chants, and specific words. 
(Have you ever noticed that “spells” rhyme?) 

  



Take notice of what music you listen to.  What is the rhythm you are attracted to?  
What frequency do you vibrate to?  It gives you an insight of where you are at this time.  
Try to change to other various musical sounds and see how you react / feel.  You can 
experience the Power of Sound just with this small step. 

When you want to create changes in your life, first decide what type-spiritual, physical, 
etc. do you choose to work on Then you can consciously tune into a sound that will 
change / harmonize your frequency with that goal. 

Look into various methods, to see which fit you, at this time. Remember, if something 
does not feel right or makes you edgy or stressed, stop and look for a different method. 

 You are always the one in control. Try it, play with it and create your new you. 

 
 
 

Pass on this website (www.mariadandrea.com) with 
this free newsletter to all who you think can use prosperity. 

Look for the next Newsletter to continue your inner growth and power. 

(Classes available – group or privately by phone) 

 

 
May God Bless You Abundantly, Maria 


